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Chiqui Babykin(some place in time)
 
Life is not life without a 'SONG' in your heart. Never judge and learn to forgive,
for if you can forgive then you can love freely.
 
Writing is a gift from God just like the Present, Past and Future, the Past is gone
and the future yet to come, so live for today the present a GIFT from above!
 
Life is just 'A MOMENT IN TIME! '
 
Appreciate what ever you 'HAVE' and for the time you are allowed to have it.
 
Make your 'DREAMS' come true.
Follow your 'RAINBOW! ' 
Even if your 'FAIRYTALE' ends with a Never after!
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...Then We Knew
 
… Then we knew
 
by: Chiqui...
 
 
 
 
As I closed my eyes to sleep
Allowing my thoughts to wander back in time
…Before 'US'
It was destined that our paths someday
Somehow and somewhere should cross......
Little did we know that we were always
So very near to each other
Maybe just heart beat away
Yet so far the miles between us lay
Even so....
We dreamed hoped with each turn of the tide
That here was someone out there
Along the distance white and sandy shore
...for YOU, for ME, 
Sitting on the edge of the ocean
Riding this hidden love on a crest of a wave
With each passing day our instincts grew stronger
Knowing that love was knocking at our door
That we will find each another someday
No matter what ever happens.
That our bodies will be fused together
In a tranquillity that cannot be explained
Our love will reach heights unbeknown to reality
Each new experience a pleasure indescribable to existence
The fears within ourselves that may be just an illusion
To awake to a world of emptiness of barren and bare
Then..... as if a dream come true
You kissed my mouth with so much passion
As if  I wasn’t gonna live no more
Never letting go for even a minute
Your body rippled beneath my touch
Taking you into a world of no return
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Then we knew....
…….this is LOVE....
YOUR love...
MY love
Bursting into flames of eternal ecstasy
Like an avalanche we loved!
To love someone, is to me
The only one to see a miracle invisible to others
The dreams we share with each other
Understands when nothing else does
Sometimes you give and I take
Sometimes I give and you take
Always riding our love on that crest of a wave
As the shifting sand always comes together
May our love always move closer to each other
For I want you to know
This is YOU and I
Our bodies, minds and souls are now fused as one
No one will ever take it from us
Together harboured in each others arms
We'll see it through to the end
Like a  Romeo  and Juliet
Leaving this world together
With dignity in OUR Love
 
Dedicated to: My WWW lady, never a day goes by without finding you right here
in my heart.
 
Chiqui Babykin
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A Fairytale Collage!
 
Looking back on the memories of what we once shared
Beneath a starry sky by night,
Underneath a rainbow of colours of yellow, pink and blue by day
Writing  831 on a wet and sandy shore
Only to watch it being washed away
As a wave rushes to the shore and back again
Then to find … it is gone forever!
Picking up pebbles and throwing them into the sea
With the hope they will rush back to shore once again.
Had only we knew it would end this way,
Would that have stopped us?
The world seemed so right for us in every way
Having you I had everything
I was your queen
As you allowed and let me believe and feel.
A fairytale that was not meant to end with a….
Happily ever after!
A dance never to be learned by you,
My dance never to be danced for you.
All them special songs we had accumulated together
One song so special is….
The song I bare within my heart of you!
Fantasies hidden forever
And shared never!
The beautiful dreams of two persons
Only to become a silhouette upon our wall.
Passion so deep, deeper than any ocean can ever be.
Explosions into galaxies far beyond here and heaven above,
With no return just a memory now.
E-mails, sms’s shared and saved in a very special file
A treasure for a lifetime!
Not forgetting little notes and those special day cards
Now stored in box called the ‘collage of my life! ’
A lonely photograph on my beside table
To remind me daily of the Baby Girl that once…
Shared my life so tenderly.
And reminding me of how beautiful you were to me!
Always and forever my fairytale Princess.
Yet when I close my eyes I will always journey
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On the back of a white swan,
With you right there in my heart
To a place called ‘Nevaland! ’
A place where angels do fear to tread
And where only the eagle can fly!
I will always be the wind beneath your wings
So fly for me, fly high in the blue sky.
You will always be the call of my ocean
The crest of my every wave
No matter where you are or may be!
Closer to me you can never be than…
Right here in my heart forever and a day!
Although I am running, running to I do not know where?
As there just empty spaces in each corner I reach.
Therefore I’ll put my thoughts back into the Window
I know so well……
Made up of gigs, bytes and ram,
Supported by feeling of comfort, a keyboard
Under my fingertips as I put my thoughts to paper,
Typing a fairytale love story,
‘Cause it will always be a never ending verse
From within my heart!
Seek and you will find the words that……
I would rather have whispered softly in your ear.
There in amongst the world of heartbroken verse,
It will be found written just for you!
For I will always Love You
Until the day after forever!
Your place by my side will always have
Reserved, taken, not available written on it.
No one can ever love you like I do
Or know you the way I knew you!
You are the collage within…..
This broken heart!
 
Chiqui Babykin
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A Stairway To Your Heart
 
I watch you as you sleep at night
Long to hold and hug you tight
Building a stairway to your heart
Never wanting to be apart
Whispering softly but you don’t hear
All I say all the fear
I want to see the love in your eyes
Never want to hear good byes
Need to hear you say forever
And I’ll leave you never
Just once to feel your touch
And I can say I love you so much
Flying with you in the sky
Watching together angels going by
Kissing your lips so sweet as wine
Making love and making you mine
Touching you all over
Making a wish on a four leaf clover
Running together in the rain
Washing away all and any pain
Feel your soft silky hair and caress you gently
For my love is full and plenty
I will love you only till I die
It is with you this pink bow I tie
To promise you to love and hold
A relationship such a perfect mould
Never give up on me
It is with you I always want to be
Building a stairway to your heart
Never wanting to be apart.
 
Chiqui Babykin
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Because....
 
Deeper than the deepest sea,
bluer than the bluest sky.
Brighter than the brightest star,
redder than the reddest rose.
Softer than the softest whisper,
greater than greatest love.
Because there will always be...
'US' as one!
 
Longer than the longest mile,
higher than the highest mountain.
Sweeter than the sweetest honey,
taller than the tallest tree.
Wilder that the wildest wild,
whiter than the whitest pearl.
Because there will always be
'US' as one!
 
Stronger than the strongest hug,
purer than the purest gold.
Tenderer than the tenderest kiss,
sooner than the soonest soon.
Gentler than the gentlest flutterfly,
Bigger than the biggest big,
Because there will always be
'US' as one!
 
Because the flame never dies,
the commitment will never end!
This isn’t right
This isn’t even wrong
This is because....
'WE' are 'ONE'
Forever and a Day!
 
dedicated to: My Girl!
 
Comments:
Dreams are good friends so they say... but to dream alone is impossible. Because
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I love you I so my dreams will never end!
 
Chiqui Babykin
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Come Soar With Me
 
COME SOAR WITH ME
by: Chiqui
Come fly with me on mountains high
Way up in the deep blue sky
Come lay with me in meadows green
Where you and I can dream
Come walk with me in a lovers park
We will watch the soaring of a lark
Come sing with me our favourite song
With our love there is nothing wrong
Come into the harbour of my arms
You will there fear no harm
Come make your dream with me in Nevaland
We will leave our footprints in the sand
Come share with me your deepest thoughts
Remember love can never be bought
Come talk with me of our love
Under starry skies above
Come run with me like rivers do
You will see my love is true
Come be the wind beneath my wings
I’ll show you many wondrous things
Come with me forever more
If you look close you will see my open door
Come soar with me in skies so blue
My love to you will always be true.
 
Chiqui Babykin
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Creatures Of Nevaland
 
Run like the river which flows to the sea
Soon the time will be here for us to be together.
We need to love,
We need to burst our banks,
Flood our senses.
I love you so much,
Senses of burning desires
Of flamed passion.
4 strong winds that blow lonely will rush us together
Into a delta of phenomenal ecstasy,
Holds us together, never to be parted.
Twisting turning like a whirlpool angry wanting
Reaching the vortex of no return
Waves of storms crashing like rolling thunder as we explore each other
Caught in the eye of the storm waiting for the next rush of wind
Wanting to evoke a passion with u that leaves us breathless within
The storm breaking through our bodies
Making us unbreakable as we rush to the sea
Waves of passion crashing upon us
Unconditional, unmistakeable so untouchable to heights beyond our reach
Uncontrollable, unpredictable feelings surging through us
We’ll make this journey together where ecstasy is not just a word but a reality
Where all our hopes and dreams will come true
dreaming of yesterday becoming today
In awe of your body, your preciousness, our todays on goings
Our tomorrows that lay ahead of us.
Mesmerised by your love,
the brilliance that shines from you.
We chasing butterflies in our rainbow of dreams
Totally enveloped in your love,
the love that takes me to places I have never been.
Taking you to an orbital atmosphere of pure love
with comets surrounding our auras
A bubble waiting to burst
Stars and moons lighting our way on our flight of fantasy
Caressing, tongues dancing in the shadows of the moonlight,
as we build to the crest of the wave so passionately,
making to the sea in heights of extreme wonder waiting to burst her banks
Our senses, like the tide wanting to crash on the shore,
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are rushing to fulfil our wild and wicked yearnings
Our unbridled passion reaches together the volcanic explosion
into rivers from purest fountains
as we pound against each other,
experiencing emotions where angels fear to tread
Lava fountains surround us
as we erupt into erotic sensuous beings not of this world
we have become Creatures of Nevaland
riding on the back of the long lost unicorn together,
embracing in the wonderland of fairies and gnomes.
There was no beginning,
there will be no end,
as here they are all colors,
multiply it by infinity,
take it to the depths of forever.
I’ll still only have a glimpse of how much I love you
The flames never die because the commitment never ends.
For this is destiny,
so why must we pretend.
Close your eyes,
and kiss me once again.
I’ll always be the only one you’ll need.
Go where your deepest longing leads.
It will lead you back to me!
 
 
dedicated to: My Baby Girl
 
Comments:
I wrote this for the Girl encrypted in my heart!
 
Chiqui Babykin
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Forever And A Day Girl
 
It was in your arms where I found
Forever and a day!
Now I can close my eyes and dream for a lifetime
I know our love is eternal.
Not just whispers in the 4 strong winds that blow lonely,
All I have is all I need the day I found you!
A wish I may, a wish I might, a wish so right
The day I found you!
Now we are..
Chasing butterflies together
Gathering cosmos in the green valley,
A picnic on the banks of a river
Eating ice cream while watching the boats come in.
Sitting on a rock at the beach sharing our thoughts
Picking up pebbles and throwing them back into the sea.
Watching sunsets and sunrises
Seeing the tide come in and go back again,
While the sun makes love to the sea.
A romantic candle lit dinner
Soaking in a bath full of bubbles,
Watching a movie or a favourite TV programs
Passionate kisses, hugs & tender cuddles
Just before we say goodnight!
We will dance with angels in the sky
Kiss the moon a million times.
Wipe away each other’s tears
Comfort all, and any of our fears.
Experiencing volcanic explosions of love
Where heaven meets earth!
Taking journeys to Nevaland where only swans can fly,
Making wild and wicked love until we cant no more,
Just laying in the harbour of each others arms
Our love is more than enough to last a life time!
Did I ever tell you how you live in me?
There is no beginning; there can be no end,
Only colours as we paint our love on the clouds,
A rollercoaster ride on the rainbow after a storm.
There is not a night to long that can’t find the day!
Or a storm without a rainbow
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Because that rainbow is in you!
And it all comes down to you and me
No matter how far away this world becomes.
Through the storm, or the darkest night
I had found my brightest star
The warmest sun, softest snowflake,
Moon lit nights enough to last forever.
Now for you and me
Roses will always be red and violets blue.
And for you I give you a love so true
A love that cannot be bought or sold
A love that will last a lifetime
Because, 
It was in your arms where I found…
Forever and a day Girl!
 
dedicated to: The other half of me
 
Comments:
With you I want to share forever and a day!
 
Chiqui Babykin
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I Will Wait For 'You'!
 
I will wait for 'YOU' until.....
the stars shine no more
I will wait for 'YOU' until.....
the sun forgets to shine
I will wait for 'YOU' until.....
The moon has lost its' face
I will wait for 'YOU' until.....
the birds forget to sing
I will wait for 'YOU' until.....
There are no more seasons
I will wait for 'YOU' until.....
all rivers run dry
I will wait for 'YOU' until.....
the sea no longer rushes to shore
I will wait for 'YOU' until.....
the roses forget to bloom
I will wait for 'YOU' until.....
you have found the end of your rainbow
I will wait for 'YOU' until.....
the twelfth of never!
No matter what
I will always wait for 'YOU! '
 
Comments: I will wait forever no matter how long it takes, until the end of
never!
 
Notes From The Author:
Dedicated to: The other half of me. I will wait for 'YOU! ' forever and a day my
little butterfly.
 
Tags:
Soul mate
 
Chiqui Babykin
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Journey Knowing Pain
 
The ‘JOURNEY’ of life is full of so many mysteries,
Almost never giving the answers we would to hear.
Cruel and hard as it seems,
The journey continues from day to day,
Week to week, month to month and year in and year out.
Sometimes we feel this journey is so meaningless,
Emptiness fills our hearts, we sadden, we bleed,
Find ourselves without a face
Not wanting to go on any longer
Asking and seeking…is it really worthwhile
To suffer each day so relentlessly
No horizon to been seen, stars they don’t shine
Rainbows have no colours, the sun cold,
Cold as ice, raindrops become your tears,
The wind your inner fears,
The ocean mixing up your emotions.
Flowers wilt as so does your soul,
Songs become  just a tune without melody,
The beautiful lyric you once heard
Is deaf to the ear.
You stumble and fall from mistakes made,
There is no forgiveness, no trust, all is gone,
Judged, convicted and sentenced.
How do you pick up the pieces again?
It seem a mission impossible
To far from your reach, the miles never ending.
This is the ‘JOURNEY’ I am experiencing now
The reflection in the mirror a wicked monster,
To be condemned till the day I die
Called a ‘Journey Knowing Pain! ’ for
I cannot just be ‘ME! ’
But in my heart I know that ‘IF’….
I could take back yesterdays journey
It would be the very first thing I would do.
To those who I have shared this ‘JOURNEY, ’
For all the pain, all the wrong, all my mistakes.
Which caused pain and made you bleed and ache within,
As humble as I can be I beg your pardon.
Please look into your heart and forgive me,
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Once more I stretch out my hand to you
And ask once more….
Help me turn this ‘JOURNEY’ for the better
And not the worse!
 
dedicated to: my other wing!
 
Comments:
There are but 3 JOURNEYS in life.... The Entry, The Exit and the Journey of life
itself experiencing each phase as an entity of its own! Share with me a journey
of...knowing pain!
 
Chiqui Babykin
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Love's Recipe
 
Love's Recipe
 
by: Chiqui
As if there would be no tomorrow
We loved on and on
We had found Love's Recipe
encrypted right here in our hearts.
 
INGREDIENCE:
A dropp of joy
A dash of care
A spark of hope
A cup of share
A spoon of trust
A mile of understanding
A blink of patience
An ocean of truth
A ray of comfort
A yard of recognition
An inch of consideration
A pinch of glad
A glass of hugs you have to add
A bowl of warmth
A can of grace
A pound of smiles
A twist of space
A pint of dreams
A splash of nice
An ounce or two of friendly spice
A jug of truth
A daily evening prayer
A mug of fun
A little squeeze
A time to please
A hour of laughter
A happy face for everyone
A lot more 'WE'
A lot less 'I'
A lot more 'OUR'
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A lot less 'MY'
METHOD:
Mix this all together in two hearts that beat as one
Sign and seal with a kiss and hug
Inside these hearts you now have found….
this awesome thing called….
LOVE!
 
dedicated to:  The one heart that beats with mine!
 
Chiqui Babykin
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Merry Christmas
 
Snow flakes falling
Sleigh bells ringing
Hear my heart a calling
Over land and across the sea
That is where I am longing to be
The first noel the angels singing
Comes this special wish to you
May this eve of Christmas
Be merry and bright
Make a wish upon a star tonight
Take me in your dreams when sleep
Softly in your heart I’ll peep
Keeping watch over you till you wake
Just to see the splendour on your face
As you look through your window
The ground all covered in a snowflake lace
On the Christmas tree if you look close
Find the brightest light you see
Then you will know that this is me
Saying… Merry Christmas to thee!
 
Chiqui Babykin
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My Promise To You
 
I cannot promise you…..
A rose garden without any thorns
An ocean without any tidal waves
A storm without thunder and lighting
A moon without it sometimes hiding behind the clouds
The sun in everyday without overcast days between
A running river because rivers also run dry
To climb every mountain, as some  are impossible to climb
A fairytale, because they are only found in the land of Never
A lifetime because a lifetime is only a ‘Moment in Time! ’
 
But I can promise you...
My hand to have and to hold, my body, all of me
My lips to kiss whenever you wish
My heart, my soul and all its pages
My song for you as you always are and will be my #1
To catch you when you fall and let you stand tall
To encourage and inspire you in all you do
To  be your rainbow in each and every day
The brightest star in your sky and moon by night
The one you can depend on, when you speak I will listen
To always walk beside you. Never infront or behind you
To dry away any of your tears, cast away your fears
To comfort you when you sad and never make you mad
To love, cherish and adore you, forever, always  and a day!
This I promise you!
 
 
Notes From The Author:
Dedicated to: The Girl in my heart!
 
Comments:
Promises are made to last forever ending at never!
 
Chiqui Babykin
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Out There On My Own
 
Out There on My Own
      by: Chiqui
 
You evoke a passion in me
That leaves me breathless
Our love an awesome adventure
A never ending journey!
 
Painting our love on a crest of a wave
Like stepping right into dream
Into a Nevaland far away
Knowing each step brings us closer!
 
Writing our names on the face of the moon
Under the stars of deep blue skies
Let these words not only touch your eyes
Like a meteor let it travel to your soul!
 
Baby as long as you are holding me
Let our love circle the world
Like a satellite a message we will send
To others like you and me!
 
There are no heavens to far out of reach
You are the mirror of my soul
My only hope of a new tomorrow
No more silent tears or fears!
 
I use to roll the dice each day
Until you came and entered into my life
I knew I had found the Girl of my dreams
The wind now beneath my wings!
 
As long as you are here in my heart
No matter how near or far apart
Together we will explore many an ocean
These precious moments I want to share with you!
 
Every day as the sun sets upon the sea
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I’ll be waiting for you just wait and see
Until again we are joined as one
Out there on my own is where I will be!
 
Out there on my own is not where I want to be.   dedicated to: The other half of
me.
 
Chiqui Babykin
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Sealed With A…
 
In the Heavens I see no moon, no stars am I blind
The wind is blowing, yet I feel it not
The sun is shining but I seek its’ rays
A rainbow in the sky with colours yet no meaning
It is winter I see nor feel not the snow
The birds do sing I hear not their song
A falling star yet I cannot make a wish
Raindrops on my head my hair stays dry
Our favourite song playing my ears are deaf
A face in the mirror unbeknown to me
Even my shadow dont’ follow me know more
A dream? ? ?  No, I cannot dream alone
The postman brings a letter marked address unknown
Cell on answer machine, leave a message I’ll get back to you
Tears well up in my eyes but refuse to fall
I stumble, I fall and call your name but all seems in vain
The miles between us just seem to grow
The sea still rushes to and from the shore, not a pebble in sight
I miss you, I need you, I love you so
If someone finds this message I pray
Give it to the Girl right here in my heart
Tell her that I love her as I did from the start
For the pages in my heart belong to her
Sealed with a kiss, love and a song!
 
Dedicated to: sealed for you Baby Girl
 
Comments:
When you miss someone you really yearn for them.
 
Chiqui Babykin
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Tattered And Torn
 
My heart is so heavy
Tattered and torn
Within my soul there is..
Many a thorn
 
Doing my best you see
Never good enough for thee
Maybe I should go to rest
This I think will be the very best
 
I know a promise broken
Is so hard to mend
But I am not here to judge
Or to bend
 
We all make small and big mistakes
Then we ask to be pardoned
But so high are the stakes
Not it my hands to make amends
 
If I close my eyes
I can dream again
Pretending all is right
Then this battle I will not have to fight
 
Convicted and sentenced
And no pardons even considered
Why do this to me
When I so love thee
 
Look into my heart
Touch this lost soul
See what you find
Only one of  a kind
 
Search here and there
Search the whole world over
From Denver to Clover
Another me you will never find!
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So before it is to late
Make up your mind
Tell me true
That we are not waiting for fate.
 
No longer that tin soldier girl
Left alone on the shelf
As soldiers girls also have hearts
Not hearts of concrete and steel
 
 
I leave you the treasures of my heart
Written with love and truth for you
Footprints in the sand
And a kiss upon your cheek
 
My heart is so heavy
Tattered and torn
Within my soul there is..
Many a thorn!
 
Dedicated to: One Love in my Life forever and a day!
 
Chiqui Babykin
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You'Re
 
You're
 
 
You’re….
My sugar plum, apple tree
Gummy, gummy gum drop
The sugar I don’t have in tea!
 
You’re….
My soda fountain and cutie pie
A cuppie cup, cup cake
The queen of all queens!
 
You’re….
My Tinkerbell and Peter Pan
Little Mermaid in my sea
The little Bo Peep who lost her sheep!
 
You’re….
My macDonalds burger
Ketchup on my KFC chips
My sugar, my spice!
 
You’re….
My knight on a white horse
Alladin and lamp
The Alibaba who stole my heart!
 
You’re….
The wave in my ocean
A pebble on the shore
The footprint in the sand!
 
You’re….
My wish upon a star
The moon beam in my bedroom
A rainbow in my day!
 
You’re….
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My teardropp of happiness
Running freely down my cheek
The smile upon my face
 
You’re….
The needle in my sewing box
The button on my shirt
The pink bow in my hair
 
You’re….
The water I drink
Quenching and so pure
My fountain of love
 
You’re….
The mountain I climb
Reaching its summit without doubt
My tree house where I can be alone
 
You’re….
The rollercoaster
Of passion so divine
The Ferris wheel that protects our circle of life!
 
You’re….
The violet in my window garden
The rose in my vase
The butterfly upon its petal
 
You’re….
The window of my PC
The ram, megs and bytes
Where our chemistry was found!
 
You’re….
My only Baby Girl
Where lies become truth
In you I found my destiny!
 
You’re….
The keeper of my heart
Your name encrypted there
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Signed and sealed forever and day!
 
You’re….
The one I will love forever Baby Girl
Every beat of my heart beats only for you
Know my love for you ends at NEVER!
 
I
 
Chiqui Babykin
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